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ABOUT
born in pasadena, ca to quakers
father - aeronautical engineer and educator
mother -  medical doctor

received a ba in perceptual psychology and also studied 
mathematics, geology, and astronomy
received a ma in art

“tURRELL IS A WORLD FAMOUS ARTIST, RESEARCHER, AND 
EXACT MATHEMATICIAN IN ONE PERSON” -Bernard Bauer

central to Turrell’s architecture-related light 
installations is the interplay of the light added to the 
architecture with the  existing day and night light of 
the sky

Turrell introduced an art that was not an object but an 
experience in perception

“I want to seduce people into looking, into discovering 
what is in them”

vision

“Most of my works are very exact constructions with 
a well-defined concept. But when I light an existing 
building, it is more of an empirical art project. Since you 
work with outdoor light, not everything is under your 
control, so you cannot plan ahead so much”

voice



voice

“I don’t stretch technology in my works, it is not about 
technology but about experience. I am happy to use 
the best things on the market, but I am also able to 
work with filters and tape. By the way: I am not against 
technology; it is something we are, because we have 
made it”

voice

“In contrast to other materials, light has no object, 
no image, no focus. You cannot form light like clay 
or carve it away like wood. Yet I am interested in 
the >thingness< of light, the materiality which we 
normally don’t think about. Light is not ephemeral; it is 
something”

voice

“My work is on the relationship we have with light [...]  
you can feel the light with your body, and when your 
eyes are open, your feeling goes out of the eye like a 
touch”
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